Words for this month
Strong plants can be identified in strong wind

SHOBAYASHI Masayuki 1

Profiles of Recipients of Decorations
MURAKI Kiyoshi • KAWASHIMA Toshikazu • SUDO Asako
KODAMA Yoshihiro • NAGANUMA Kaname 3

Interview
Miscommunication between Japan and U.S.A.
David G. Posz • YOSHIDA Tetsu 9

Written Opinion and Amendments on Patent Prosecution

Introduction
Opinion about a Written Opinion
HIRATSUKA Masahiro 20

Consideration
How to write a good written opinion and an amendment (Chemical field)
JINNO Naoyoshi 23

Consideration
Response to an Office Action (Ways of Considering and Responding)
HARADA Yohei 32

Consideration
Practice Concerning Responding to Office Action to Patent Application
HORI Susumu 37

Report of Activities from JPAA Executive
An Overview Activities in the two-third term as Vice President
KANESAKA Noriyoshi 44

Consideration
Required facts to be proved for judging the similarity of trademark
MAKINO Toshiaki 66

Consideration
The consideration about the protection of trade names for patent attorneys
KANAI Tomoyuki 79

Proposal
The criterion for "substantial alteration" in terms of post grant amendment made to patented claims
TAKAISHI Hideki • NAKAMURA Shogo 86

Introduction
Judgement on Software Patent (No.19)
SHITO Atsushi 99

Consideration
Addition of new matter by the amendment that matter for restricting the invention is deleted
KOBAYASHI Shigeru 102

CHIENO-WA20
Topic of Japanese Musical Instrument “Gidaiu Shamisen”
WAKABAYASHI Hiroshi 108

Consideration
On a free paper as a goods
MINE Tadao 110

Report
IP Risk Management from the perspective of infringement lawsuit field (the first former)
IP-System Promoting Committee in JPAA Kinki Branch 118

2009 “PATENT” List 134